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CENTRAL QUESTIONS: What role does the idea play in a contemporary 
artist’s process? How do contemporary artists use systems to execute their 
work? How and why do artists allow parts of an artwork’s creation to be 
outside their control? 
 
VOCABULARY: 
System 
Variation 
Chance 

Contemporary Practice 
Conceptual Art 
Sol LeWitt 
Allan McCollum  

John Baldessari 
Julie Mehretu 
Oliver Herring

  
1. SYSTEMS        6   5   4   3 

6 = Created an effective structure or set of rules to produce a series of meaningful artworks  
5 = Created a structure or set of rules to produce a straightforward series of artworks 
4 = Structure or set of rules does not effectively lead to a series of artworks 
3 = Did not create a structure or set of rules for a series of artworks 

2. CHANCE ELEMENTS      6   5   4   3 

6 = Systems consciously and effectively incorporate chance, variation or unexpected results 
5 = Systems provide some opportunity for chance, variation or unexpected results 
4 = Systems provide little opportunity for chance, variation or unexpected results 
3 = Systems provide no opportunity (or no consideration given) for chance, variation or the unexpected 

3. WORK #1 (Artist’s Own System)    6   5   4   3 

6 = Work executed with strong technique and craftsmanship to achieve objectives of composition 
5 = Work executed with adequate technique and craftsmanship to achieve objectives of composition 
4 = Work executed with some technique and craftsmanship, but objectives of composition are unclear 
3 = Work executed with little technique and craftsmanship, objectives of composition are not met 

4. WORK #2 (Another Artist’s System)   6   5   4   3 

6 = Work executed with strong technique and craftsmanship to achieve objectives of composition 
5 = Work executed with adequate technique and craftsmanship to achieve objectives of composition 
4 = Work executed with some technique and craftsmanship, but objectives of composition are unclear 
3 = Work executed with little technique and craftsmanship, objectives of composition are not met 

5. PROCESS       6   5   4   3 

6 = Fully engaged: Completed all tasks with effort and energy, willing to experiment and take risks 
5 = Engaged: Completed tasks with some effort and energy, little experimentation and few risks taken 
4 = Superficially engaged: Completed tasks with some distraction or limited effort, no risks taken 
3 = Not engaged: Tasks not completed or done with much distraction or resistance, no risks taken 

 

TOTAL PROJECT GRADE:     _____ / 30 points 
Grade may be lowered for being LATE or UNFINISHED 

 
 
 



Systems Unit Map 
 
Warm Up: 1 day 

• Sol LeWitt’s drawing instructions 
 
Artist Examples: Video and discussion about working with systems (1 day) 
 

• Allan McCollum 

• Julie Mehretu 

• John Baldassari 

• Oliver Herring 
 
Music Examples: Avant-garde classical composers who work with systems (1 day) 
 

• Terry Riley 
• John Cage 

• Earle Brown 

• Cornelius Cardew 
 
Plan System: 3 days (max) 
 

A system is a set of rules or strategies for making an artwork or series of artworks.  Plan a 
system that can be carried out by yourself as well as another artist.  This system should be 
coherent and simple enough that another artist could execute it, but also open to chance 
and the variations that come from the involvement of multiple people.   

 
Create Final Works: 3 weeks 
 

Final Work #1: Artist’s Own System 
Execute work or series of works according to the system you designed.  Use any 
medium.  

 

Final Work #2: Another Artist’s System 
Execute work or series of works according to another artist’s system.  Use any medium.   

 
Reflection: 
 

Create a short video reflection about this series of works: What are the challenges of 
working with systems, and what unexpected results did the system produce?  What role did 
chance play in the composition, and what did the involvement of another artist contribute to 
it?  What ideas emerge from this series - what do you think your work is about?  

 


